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Answer all the questions 
Q.l 

Q.2 

Q.3 

a) What is a business process? Give some examples of business processes along with their 
names. - 5 marks 

b) What is BPR? What are the three important concepts of BPR? Why is BPR needed in an 
organization? - 10 marks 

c) What are the differences between BPR and Continuous Improvements like TQM or 
Kaizen? - 5 marks 

a) What is Benchmarking?· Explain different types of Benchmarking. What are the 
Benchmarking steps? How does Benchmarking help ERP projects? - 10 marks 

b) State five important features of are-engineered process. -5 marks 

c) Why did BPR projects fail in the past? What are the Key Criteria for success of BPR 

projects? - 5 marks 

a) Explain the critical activities of Business Blueprinting stage of an ERP project? What are 
the typical deliverables of this phase? What are the major milestones of this phase? 

-10 marks 

b) What is ASAP? W~at are its objectives? Explain different phases of ASAP. What are the 
tools of ASAP? · - 15 marks 

M· 
a) What is ERP? Mention five business benefits of ERP. -7 marks 

b) What are the ERP implementation challenges? -5 marks 

c) Mention some of the emerging trends in ERP market. -3 marks 



Q.S 
a) Fill in the blanks: -10 marks 

I} MRP II stands for 

II) APS stands for 

Ill} SRM stands for 

IV) Siebel is a leading ------------------------------------management 

solution package. 

V) TCO stands for 

VI) leading Operating system that ERP vendors support are--------------

------------------------& _______________________________ ___ 

VII) Business Engineering = ____________________ + -------------

VIII) A Process can have~. ---------------------~versions. 

IX} Reengineering combines------------ jobs. into ________ _ 

X} Case managers are single------------------ for a process. 

b) State whether the following statements are true or false. - 10 marks 

I) IT is primary enabler for TQM. 

II) Risk in process improvement is higher than process redesign. 

Ill} BPR enables workers to make decisions. 

IV} SOA stands for Sales Oriented Architecture. 

V) Closed loop MRP checks feasibility of the MRP plan. 

VI) Project charter is a deliverable during Business Blueprint phase. 

VII} In Big Bang all ERP modules are implemented at selected lo<:ations. 

VIII) Configuration document is a deliverable during Project Preparation phase. 

IX) Core team comes from the consulting partners. 

X) ERP process owners should be employees from the I.T department of the company. 




